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ABSTRACT 

 

Understanding the implications of urban design choices on the mobility of cities while 

incorporating this understanding into very early stages of an urban design process, 

provides a unique opportunity to address modern urban issues such as walkability, 

sustainability, and public health. Major hindering factors in mobility aware urban 

design process are the lack of tools that can assist with the interactive workstream and 

the lack of effective metrics that can facilitate the design decision making. The key 

interest of this research is to explore the interface between the urban design agenda 

and the urban mobility research framework. Through developing a mobility simulation 

tool and implementing it in a design case, the thesis aims to see how urban mobilities 

can inform the generation of new urban morphology, and how such mobility-driven 

design approach can benefit the built environment. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND INTRODUCTION 

 
Urban Mobility and Urban Design 

Mobility, in general, encompasses the large-scale movements of people, goods, 

capital, and information, as well as the more local processes of daily transportation, 

communication, and the travel of artifacts (Urry 2000). In the context that modern 

urban studies perceive cities not simply as places in space but as systems of networks 

and flows (Batty 2017), urban mobility studies have emerged as an important cross-

disciplinary research agenda. Mobilities not only have had a defining role in the cities 

we know today (Freudendal-Pedersen and Kesselring 2018), but also becomes more 

central to both the world and our understanding of it than ever before (Cresswell 

2006). 

Urban design is a practical endeavor of intervention that addresses situated problems 

from urban realities by means of architectural design (Jensen and Lanng 2017). As all 

the social forces and concerns have their spatial implications (Loukaitou-Sideris 

2012), the field of urban design inherently relates closely to urban mobilities as it is 

concerned with designing the actual physical environments of mobilities. Urban 

design research might enter into a fruitful relationship with mobilities research, 

offering a ‘mobilized’ design thinking and a valuable basis for an approach, which can 

recognize mobility, contingency, and relationality in the design of structures, spaces, 

and systems of mobilities (Jensen and Lanng 2017). More specifically, the urban form 

makes a big difference in urban mobility systems on multiple scales, traversing from 

the regional and metropolitan levels, through the city linkages and down to the 

neighborhood and street level (United Nations Human Settlements Programme 2013). 
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Benefits of Walkability 

Loukaitou-Sideris (2012) listed the increasing flows of populations to urban areas and 

increasing automobile ownership as one of the most prominent forces that have 

impacted social life and urban form. Some important concerns have emerged or 

intensified, which have spatial connotations and design implications, including 

concerns about sustainability and concerns about the epidemics of obesity and 

diabetes, which are partly attributed to sedentary lifestyles (Loukaitou-Sideris 2012). 

These are worrisome circumstances, but they also create unique opportunities to 

develop and test new planning paradigms and design approaches. 

Emerging design movements in recent decades are calling for design action and 

remedy for the mentioned issues. New Urbanism (Haas 2012) promotes high density, 

walkable neighborhoods as one solution for these challenges. Studies have shown that 

walkable neighborhoods can significantly reduce traffic-related pollution and lower 

the risk for chronic diseases (Frank et al. 2006; Lee and Buchner 2008), support local 

businesses, promote tourism, attracted investors, higher employment, and property 

values (Claris and Luebkeman 2016). Further, walkable cities foster an increase in 

social capital and political participation (Leyden 2003). Walkable amenities, as one of 

the most important factors towards a walkable city, have also become a heated topic in 

urban planning and design. It has been associated with socioeconomic growth (Clark 

et al. 2002; Zandiatashbar and Hamidi 2018), urban environment (Carlino and Saiz 

2019) and quality of life (Mulligan and Carruthers 2011).  

 
Challenges for Designing Walkable Cities 

Understanding the implications of urban design choices on the mobility of cities while 

incorporating this understanding into very early stages of an urban design process, 

provides a unique opportunity to address mobility, sustainability, and health-related 
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issues. This is particularly important because street grids hardly ever change once the 

urban design is set (Dogan, Samaranayake, and Saraf 2018). 

While many mobility simulators exist, mobility aware urban design remains 

challenging. One of the major hindering factors in this process is the lack of tools for 

designers that can quantify these trade-offs and assist with the design process. Some 

state-of-the-art travel demand modeling software like TransCAD (Caliper 2008) have 

detailed and sophisticated travel demand models. However, the lack of interactivity 

between the design and analysis processes is not feasible for a co-design process 

where immediate feedback for design choices is critical. Other CAD software such as 

the Urban Network Analysis (UNA) toolbox (Sevtsuk and Mekonnen 2012) can 

calculate simplified urban mobility metrics that are more suitable. However, only 

spatial metrics like network centrality, reach, and closeness is computed while they do 

neither incorporate key urban design parameters such as program allocation, 

amenities, and attractions nor do they consider the population density distribution in 

the model.  

Another major hindering factor is the lack of effective metrics that can facilitate 

design decision making. In order to evaluate the walkability of cities, efforts have been 

made to rank them based on the distance and density analysis of points of interest 

(POI) in the city. These walkability ratings, commonly referred to as Walkscore 

(Brewster et al. 2009), are computed on a scale of 1-100 and include factors such as 

accessibility to services and amenities like grocery stores, doctors, parks, schools, 

hospitals, and public transportation. The main question about a simple metric like the 

Walkscore is the lack of adequate information to help improve the design process. 

Firstly, services and amenities to which it may be essential to have walking access 

differ by demographic groups. Thus, designers should be able to evaluate walkability 

with demographic-specific metrics. Secondly, a designer might add many services and 
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amenities to improve the Walkscore of a proposal. However, these may not be 

financially viable without adequate demand. Therefore, the design process should aim 

to strike a balance between the availability of services and the demand to sustain these 

services, and new metrics that can evaluate this balance are needed. 

 
Research Objective 

The key interest of this research is to explore the interface between the urban design 

agenda and the urban mobility research framework. Through developing a mobility 

simulation tool and implementing it in a design case, the thesis aims to see how urban 

mobilities can inform the generation of urban morphology, and how such mobility-

driven design approach can benefit the built environment. 

The first section of the thesis (Chapter Two) is to introduce a newly-developed 

modeling framework, named Urbano, which can facilitate the interactive workflow 

between modeling and simulation in the mobility-aware urban design. The second 

section of the thesis (Chapter Three) demonstrates the implementation of Urbano on 

an urban design case, including site analysis and three design scenarios developed for 

different design intentions. Chapter Four discusses limitations regarding data sources, 

validation methods, and implementation processes. It also concludes the main 

contributions of this thesis to the community and includes some critical research 

problems that require further works.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

URBANO: MOBILITY MODELLING AND SIMULATION TOOL 

 

Tool Introduction 

Urbano allows designers to build mobility models, run the network and amenity 

analyses within the Rhinoceros CAD platform and the visual scripting environment 

Grasshopper (McNeel 2016).  

The tool aims to facilitate site analysis and can provide valuable early design feedback 

for urban designers, planners, and developers concerning street layout as well as 

program and density allocation. The framework utilizes and translates urban data from 

different sources to compute a series of new location-aware, travel-related urban 

design metrics. The generated simulation results may then be used to make urban 

design proposals more conducive to active mobility. 

Urbano follows a four-step workflow: (1) It imports contextual data such as existing 

streets, buildings, and points of interest. (2) The contextual model can then be edited, 

and design interventions can be inserted using regular CAD workflows or scripted 

inputs. (3) This information is then used to generate a mobility simulation model 

automatically. (4) Analysis and design metrics can then be visualized numerically or 

spatially.  
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Data-driven Modelling Process 

After the location and a boundary for the study area is selected, Urbano can import 

streets and buildings, along with their metadata, from sources such as shapefiles that 

can be obtained from municipal GIS such as New York City’s OpenData (City of New 

York 2017) or OpenStreetMap (OSM) (OpenStreetMap 2018). For points of interest 

(POIs), Urbano can directly download map data from OSM or extract location 

information using the Google Places API (Google 2018). By automating the process of 

parsing the map data from different sources, users can build up-to-date contextual 

models. Streets, buildings, and amenities are represented by geometric primitives such 

as curves or points. Metadata such as names, types, and addresses are attached to the 

geometric data using serializable dictionaries that can be modified and customized 

alongside the geometric objects parametrically within Grasshopper or through the 

CAD user interface in Rhino. 

It is essential to mention that the quality of the input data can have a significant effect 

on the computed results, and it varies by source and by location. For example, the 

PLUTO dataset from the NYC Department of City Planning is a land-use dataset at 

the tax lot level. It contains fields about building floor areas of different land uses, 

including commercial, residential, office, retail, garage, storage, factory, and other use. 

Such an extensive dataset may not be accessible in other cities. Similarly, the amount 

and accuracy of the geographical data of urban fabrics and building footprints, as well 

as POI information about name, amenity type, opening hours, rating, etc. varies a lot 

in different areas. Moreover, although OSM data has reasonably high quality and is 

comparatively easy to obtain in most cases, OpenStreetMap has significantly fewer 
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POI entries compared with Google data (Figure 1). Consequently, a model that uses 

data where only a few POIs have been recorded, will yield lower Walkscore results. 

Further, a potential bias that may be contained in the data is difficult to detect without 

reference data. Hence, it is crucial to use consistent input data quality when modelers 

intend to compare simulation results. 

 

 

Figure 1. OSM has fewer amenity data points compared to Google Maps. (a)Cafe in OSM; (b)Cafe in 
GoogleMaps; (c) Pharmacy in OSM; (d) Pharmacy in Google Maps. 

 

 

Urbano can also synthesize some necessary information for mobility modeling using 

the imported data. It can estimate population size and amenity-capacities according to 

Equation 1 and 2 using total building floor area, area usage breakdown, and 

generalized occupant densities (ASHRAE 2013) (SIA 2006).  

𝑃𝑃 = 𝑆𝑆 ∗ 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 ∗ (1 − 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿) / 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 
P = Building-level Population 

S (Building Area) = Building Footprint Area * Building Floors 
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UF (Area Usage Breakdown Fraction (residential / non-residential)) 

Lp (Circulation and Secondary Use Area Proportion) = 0.2 (default) 

Pd (People Density in m2/People) = � (default) 40,      if residential
      (default) 14,       if non − residential  

Equation 1. Building-level Population Synthesis 

∀ 𝑖𝑖 ∈ { 1,2, . . . ,𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴 }            𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 = (𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 − 𝑂𝑂𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) 𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴⁄            𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖/ 𝑃𝑃 
NA = Number of Amenities in the Lot 

AA = Amenity Area 

CAlot = Commercial Area of the Lot 

OAlot = Office Area of the Lot 

C = Amenity Capacity 

Pd (People Density in m2/People) = (refer to ASHRAE or SIA reference) 

Equation 2. Amenity Capacity Synthesis 

 

In the context of this thesis, all required inputs to the formula are obtained from lot-

level zoning data from the City of New York's Parcel Land Use and Tax Ownership 

(PLUTO). The distribution of the derived areas of each activity is plotted as Figure 2. 

The Interquartile Range is used to filter outliers that yield huge areas for certain 

amenities. Outliers can occur where other existing POIs are not correctly recorded in 

the GIS dataset. The mean of the data within the IQR is then defined as the activity-

specific generic capacity. A dataset with generic amenity capacities generated for 

Manhattan, NYC is provided in Urbano as a guide for users (Table 1). 

Table 1. Generic Amenity Capacities 

Study Type Area Lower 
Boundary (sqm) 

Area Upper 
Boundary (sqm) 

Generic Area 
(sqm) 

Area Per 
Person 
(sqm/p) 

Capacity 
(person) 

convenience_store 29 121 62 2 31 
department_store 34 440 148 2 74 

restaurant 29 112 61 2 31 
clothes_store 13 103 43 1 43 

pharmacy 27 134 65 1 65 
café 24 115 60 2 30 
bank 22 171 72 5 14 

books_store 14 103 44 1 44 
bar 33 131 72 2 36 

cinema 25 389 144 1 144 
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Figure 2. Interquartile range (IQR), minimum, maximum, and the IQR-median of floor area footprints (square 
meter) observed for different amenity types in Manhattan. 

 

Activity Demand Profile 

The urban design gets its ‘clues’ from the patterns of life and the needs of a very 

diverse public (Loukaitou-Sideris 2012). This research proposes a data-driven metric 

of Activity Demand Profile (ADP) for Urbano to realize a demography-aware mobility 

simulation. This is also an important input that drives Urbano’s simulation algorithm. 

ADPs describe the spatiotemporal distribution of human activities according to the 

activeness in urban amenities. The ADP In theory, the more detailed an ADP can 

describe human behavior in cities, the more accurate the urban mobility pattern and 

amenity utilization predictions would be. Urbano utilizes a simple ADP that lists 

desired activities over time. This data can be created by the user to test scenarios for 

an assumed demographic, or it can be derived from urban data sources if available.  
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In this research, the location-specific ADPs are derived using Google Places “Popular 

Times” data shown in Table 2 (Yang, Samaranayake, and Dogan 2019).  Equation 3 

summarizes the process of computing the percentage of the total population in the 

study area that engages in a particular activity (xt), which makes the ADP data as 

shown in Table 3.  

𝛼𝛼�𝑙𝑙 =
1
𝑚𝑚� 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚

𝑖𝑖=1
   𝑥𝑥𝑙𝑙 = �𝑛𝑛 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝛼𝛼�𝑙𝑙� 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎⁄  

n = Total number of amenities of the same type in the ADP analysis area (Table 4) 

m = Number of amenity samples from (n) that are used to successfully query Google Places 
“Popular Times” data 

𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖= Activeness from Google Places Popular Times normalized to a 0-100% range. Specific 
time steps or weekday/weekend averages can be used. (A data sample for one amenity is shown 
in Table 2) 

𝛼𝛼�𝑙𝑙= Average activeness of all sampled amenities in percent. 

xt = Percent of the total population engaging in an activity. The output is shown in Table 3. 

Ctype = Amenity capacity of an amenity type given in the number of persons (Table 1). 

Parea = Total population in the study area 

Equation 3. Function to compute ADP data for each amenity-type and time-step.  

 

Table 2. A sample sheet of the comprehensive information collected for one amenity from Google Places API. An 
array of 24-hour activeness in percent (%) is calculated independently for weekdays and weekends, expressing its 

temporal utility pattern.  
Amenity 
type: café 
Name: 
Orens 
Coffee 
Phone: +1 
212-717-
3907 
 
Address:  
985 
Lexington 
Ave, New 
York 
Coordinate:  
40.769769, -
73.962482 
 
Rating: 4.2 
Rating 
Number: 60 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2
4 

Mon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 90 87 48 58 80 93 90 70 45 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tue 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 87 90 70 67 77 80 74 61 41 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Wed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 77 74 58 61 80 100 96 77 48 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Thu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 58 90 87 61 54 67 83 80 58 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fri 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 77 67 61 67 74 74 64 54 38 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Weekday 
Average 

(𝛼𝛼�i) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 39.6 77.8 81.6 64.8 62.8 73 82.8 81.4 68.4 46 25.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 

                         
Sat 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 38 51 61 58 58 67 87 93 80 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sun 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51 61 51 61 67 61 61 67 61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Weekend 
Average 

(𝛼𝛼�i) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 44.5 56 56 59.5 62.5 64 74 80 70.5 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 3. Amenity Demand Profile data in percent for a weekday in NYC. 
Study Type 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

convenience_store 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 1 1 1.1 1 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.4 

department_store 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.7 1 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.2 0.8 0.3 0 0 

restaurant 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.1 3.1 4.1 7.2 12.4 14.4 12.4 9.3 8.3 11.3 15.5 17.5 16.5 12.4 7.2 3.1 

clothes_store 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.1 3.3 5.5 6.6 7.7 7.7 7.7 8.8 9.9 8.8 5.5 2.2 0 0 0 

pharmacy 1.1 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.8 1.6 3 4.1 4.9 5.7 6.3 6.8 7.1 7.3 7.6 7.6 7.1 6 4.9 4.1 3 1.9 

cafe 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 1.4 3.9 5.5 5.5 5.3 5 5.3 5.5 5.5 5.3 4.7 4.2 3.6 2.8 1.7 0.8 0.6 0 

bank 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 1 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.5 1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 

books_store 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 0.9 0.2 0.1 0 0 

bar 3.1 2 1.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2.6 2.6 4.1 6.1 8.7 10.2 10.2 9.7 8.7 7.2 

cinema 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.9 2.6 3.7 4.7 5 4.3 3 1.7 
 

 

Based on two study areas as shown in Figure 3, the number of data points (𝑛𝑛 )  

collected for the ADP generation is summarized in Table 4. The total population 

(𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎) assumed for the two study areas was 0.6 million for Manhattan (NYC Open 

Data 2019) and 2.2 million for Paris (Data.Gouv.Fr 2019). 

 

 
Figure 3. Study areas for generating ADPs. (a) Manhattan NYC; (b) Central Paris 

 

 

Table 4. The total number of amenities in the ADP analysis area. Data source: OSM. 
Activity Convenience Department Restaurant Clothes Pharmacy Cafe Bank Books Bar Cinema 

NYC 303 44 2363 512 223 876 347 56 467 30 

Paris 911 31 6934 1943 1098 1831 1026 433 1459 81 
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The resulting ADP data can be represented by a 24-hour timeline (Figure 4). The y-

axis of the graph refers to the overall amount of activities in the studied region, which 

peaks during the day and dips in the early morning. Each layer in the graph represents 

the demand pattern of a particular amenity. For example, banks and post offices tend 

to stop service early in the afternoon, while bars and pubs become dominant activities 

at midnight. By separating the weekday and weekend data of these two locations, it is 

also shown that human activities have diverse patterns in distinct spatial and temporal 

contexts.  

 
Figure 4. The timeline graph for ADPs reveals spatiotemporal differences. (a) Weekday pattern in Lower 

Manhattan; (b) Weekday pattern in Central Paris; (c) Weekend pattern in Lower Manhattan; (d) Weekend pattern in 
Central Paris 
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Trip-sending Simulation Process 

The active mobility simulation utilizes the Urbano Model consisting of streets, 

amenities and buildings, and one or multiple ADPs as input. The simulation iterates 

through each building (trip origin) in the analysis area and then executes a trip-sending 

algorithm. The trip-sending algorithm calculates the total population in the origin-

building and divides it into activities defined in the ADP-data. It then searches for 

corresponding amenities within walking distance using the shortest paths. This 

procedure is repeated if multiple timesteps such as Morning, Noon, Evening, or 24-

hour patterns are simulated.  

The trip-sending process is able to respond to biased destination choices and route 

choices. For destination choices, users can select from different destination modes. For 

example, in the “Single-Nearest-Destination” mode, the entire population at the origin 

is sent to only one corresponding nearest amenity, which generates the least trips and 

saves computing time. The “Multiple-Destinations-By-Capacities” mode sends people 

to all reachable amenities in the proportion of the destinations’ capacities. The 

“Distance-Decay” mode models the population’s decreasing willingness to go to an 

amenity that is farther away. Figure 5 visualizes the discrete steps in the trip-sending 

logic as well as the different destination-choice modes. 

For route choices, whether dwellers will choose to walk within a neighborhood is not 

only dependent on travel distances to amenities, but also on other factors such as 

outdoor thermal comfort, exposure to pollution, and personal safety. Further, a 

pedestrian might not always walk the shortest route but instead might select a path 

according to other parameters such as shade, sun, number of other people as well as 
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the attractiveness of amenities. These influences can be counted into the simulation by 

weighing the street length with a customized factor. This walkability factor has the 

range of -1 to 1, with the 0 meaning the neutral state. The higher the factor is, the 

shorter the street length is counted in the simulation. A factor of 1 makes the street an 

extremely short cut with zero-length while a factor of -1 makes it an inaccessible street 

with an infinite length. Such a mechanism will let a walkable street attract more 

pedestrians even when it is not the shortest path. However, such flexibility also 

introduces the risk of being arbitrary. A more sophisticated metric to determine the 

appropriate factor for a street’s walkability is in demand. While methodologies to 

quantify street quality exist (Ewing and Handy 2009) that could potentially be used to 

drive the walkability factors, further research needs to be undertaken to implement 

them in Urbano. 

 

Figure 5. Diagram of the trip-sending process in an Urbano simulation 
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Analysis Metrics 

The simulation logic outputs a list of trips. Each trip carries information about the 

origin, destination, route, activity, time, and population. To make use of this data in 

the design process, a set of three metrics are introduced: Street Hits, Amenity Hits and 

advanced Walkscore. 

The tool measures street utilization using a simple counter called Street Hits, which 

evaluates how many people use a certain street segment. This can be used as an 

indicator of how vibrant a street is within the network in general or at a given time of 

interest. 

Amenity Hits is a simple counter that tallies up the total number of people that are sent 

to a specific amenity on all trips. By comparing the amenity capacities and amenity 

hits using Amenityscore computed as Equation 5, one can get the idea about the 

balance of supply and demand. This metric will prevent designers from adding too 

many amenities to simply drive up the Walkscore while ignoring whether there is 

sufficient user demand to sustain them.  

𝐴𝐴 =  𝐻𝐻/𝐶𝐶 −  1 

H : People Counter (Amenity Hits) 

C : Amenity Capacity  

       Equation 5. Amenityscore 

 

Urbano also produces a derivative of the Walkscore. The original building-level 

Walkscore can be computed based on all trips that originate from a building using a 

decay function (Equation 4) and the weights given in Table 5. While the parameters in 
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Table 5 are defined by the Walkscore metric, Urbano advances the Walkscore and can 

apply customized weighting to compute a personalized Walkscore. 

 

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑥𝑥) =  −17.15𝑥𝑥5 + 89.45𝑥𝑥4 − 126.37𝑥𝑥3 +  4.639𝑥𝑥2 +  7.58𝑥𝑥
+  99.5 

Equation 4. Decay function for the Walkscore implementation. According to (Brewster et al. 2009) 

 

Table 5. Amenity weights of Walkscore. According to (Brewster et al. 2009) 
Amenity Weights 
Grocery 3 

Restaurants .75, .45, .25, .25, .225, .225, .225, .225, .2, .2 
Shopping .5, .45, .4, .35, .3 

Coffee 1.25, .75 
Banks 1 
Parks 1 

Schools 1 
Books 1 

Entertainment 1 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

MOBILITY-DRIVEN URBAN DESIGN CASE 

 

Site Analysis 

The hypothetical site (Figure 6) has residential neighborhoods to the South, a high-

density commercial downtown district to the North, institutions to the West, and an 

industrial area to the East. A highway and a railway adjacent to the East and the North 

form obstacles in the connectivity of the site. However, the site also offers urban 

design potential as it could connect the railway station with the downtown, 

institutional, and residential areas. The design objective is to develop a mixed-use 

district that can take advantage of the existing conditions and alleviate some of the 

described connectivity issues. 

 

Figure 6. Site and study area for the case study. 
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Figure 7. Case study setup 
 
The initial model and the unmodified street network is used for site analysis to identify 

opportunities and limitations within the existing urban fabric (Figure 8). Based on the 

Street Hits analysis, the most used street segment counts 429 trips or hits, and the 

overall sum of trips in the network reaches 3080 trips. The analysis reveals that there 

are several well-utilized streets linking the residential neighborhood with downtown, 

the station, and the institutions that run through or along the edges of the site. 

However, the center and the eastern corner are not frequented as much. 

 

 
Figure 8. Streets Hits analysis for the current site 
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Based on Amenity Hits analysis, Figure 9 provides a visualization of the spatial 

distribution of the amenities showing that most of them are concentrated in the 

downtown area. Comparison between hits of different amenity types can help identify 

the most popular and in-demand amenities in the area, thus helping with program 

allocation in new developments. The mixed-use development planned on the site can 

pose an opportunity to supplement the area with missing amenities while bringing 

some of those amenities into the walking range of the residential area. This notion is 

supported by a Walkscore rating for all buildings shown in Figure 10 that shows 

satisfactory scores in the downtown area but significantly lower scores in the 

residential and industrial areas. 

 
Figure 9. Amenity utilization analysis showing (a) Amenity Hits and capacities of all amenities in the study area 

and (b) Amenityscores in the study area. 
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Figure 10. Walkscore rating of all buildings in the study area. 

 
 

Interactive Design and Analysis Workflow 

Multiple modifications on a simple design scenario are developed to test the 

interactive workflow between design and mobility simulation (Figure 11). Scenario (a) 

consists of a theater, several apartments, and several office buildings with some 

amenities on the ground floors, including three restaurants, three clothes stores, and 

one bar. Scenario (b) and (c) keeps adding more stores to observe the corresponding 

decrease in amenity hits they receive. Scenario (d) changes two restaurant’s location 

and detect a slight increase in one restaurant’s hits while a decreased hits for the other. 

Scenario (e) adds more office and residential population to the model, and it results in 

the increasing hits for all amenities. Scenario (f) extracts some shortcuts in the 

network, and it influences all amenities’ hits. For the Walkscore, after adding these 

amenities in Scenario(a), the average Walkscore instantly increased from the 40.8 

(Figure 10) to 57.9. In the other scenarios, the Walkscore changes correspondingly, 

too. 
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Figure 11. Metrics are responding to different design scenarios.  
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Generative Methods for New Urban Morphology   

To further test how urban mobilities can inform the generation of new urban 

morphology, three different design scenarios are generated using Urbano. The primary 

setup for the generative method is to replace the original site with a dense grid to 

mimic a place that lets people cross freely (Figure 12). The simulation on this new 

grid will reveal people’s potential movement trails through the site based on the 

current built environment.  

 

Figure 12. The primary setup for the generative method is to replace the original site with a dense grid to mimic a 

place that lets people cross freely. 

 

Overall speaking, in these three scenarios, sequences of decision-making vary because 

they are developed under different design objectives and conditions. The first scenario 

mostly respects the existing urban environment and aims to create a new site that links 

the surroundings better. The second scenario starts to introduce some design intentions 
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and pre-conditions on the site. The third scenario is developed based on design 

thinking over time steps.  

 

Scenario One 

This scenario primarily links the existing surrounding built environment and then 

develops along with the passing flows. Figure 13 is the generation diagram of this 

scenario. 

After the primary set up in Step 1, the street hits distribution on the site is visualized in 

Step 2. By straightening the busiest streets, merging the minor links, and converting 

the largest intersections into small plazas, Step 3 draws a new network system with 

multiple elements including major roads, minor roads, and plazas.  

Step 4 fills the blocks with a 20m*20m grid as a coordinate system representing all 

potential locations for buildings. Heat maps of recommended locations for each 

program type (grocery, errands, library, entertainment, restaurant, shopping) are made 

based on Amenity Hits analysis. Since the population density is much higher in the 

north commercial area, all programs tend to concentrate at the northern corner of the 

site that is closer to downtown. However, heatmaps still vary in terms of color 

uniformity because of the influences of the distribution of existing nearby amenities. 

After the selection of new program locations, Step 5 measures the site’s overall 

walkability using the Walkscore metrics. In Step 6, denser developments (higher FAR) 

are put on the blocks with higher Walkscore because it generally indicates higher 

property values. The final result of the masterplan is shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 13. The generation process of Scenario One 
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Figure 14. Masterplan of Scenario One 
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Scenario Two 

This scenario introduces some design intentions including (1) creating a boulevard 

linking the railway station and the downtown area through the new bridge; (2) 

considering a specifically located high-rise cluster which will hold a high density of 

prospective population; (3) proposing a new school that mostly serves the southern 

neighborhood. The generation process is adjusted to address these particular design 

issues (Figure 15).  

Based on the primary set up in Step 1, the boulevard and high-rise cluster is modeled 

in Step 2. The boulevard has a walkability factor of 0.5 and the high-rise cluster is 

modeled as five building locations each of which has 500 population. 

Step 3 and 4 show the result of the Amenity Hits analysis. It is important to mention 

that the analysis for deriving the new school’s location only considers the population 

coming from the residential houses. 

Street Hits analysis is then conducted for deriving the new network in Step 4 and 5. 

After that, with all elements are determined, Step 6 runs the walkscore analysis to help 

decide the distribution block-level FAR. 

In the final masterplan (Figure 16), it is clear that all intentions are well integrated. 
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Figure 15. The generation process of Scenario Two 
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Figure 16. Masterplan of Scenario Two 
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Scenario Three 

Movement is made up of time and space. It is the spatialization of time and 

temporalization of space (Cresswell 2006). This scenario starts to consider the 

temporal difference in street and amenity utilization. It aims to create a 24-hour active 

neighborhood by overlapping the busiest passing trails of different periods of a day. In 

this scenario, the distribution of new programs is an input that drives the street 

generation. Figure 17 shows the generation process based on one sample distribution 

of new programs. The 24-hour ADP data used here is derived from NYC ADP (Table 

3) by summing up the statistics of amenities within the same type. 

Step 1 to Step 3 visualizes the Street Hits results at three time-steps: 8 am,  4 pm and 

12 pm. By filtering the most utilized street links at these times and overlapping them 

together, Step 4 generates the network that covering people’s dynamic movement over 

the morning, afternoon and night. In Step 5, the Walkscore is overall better than the 

previous two scenarios. Therefore, the building density in Step 6 is also more 

uniformly distributed according to the Walkscore distribution. 

Table 6. ADP data used in generating Scenario Three.  
Program 

Type 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

errands 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.6 1.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 

restaurant 1.1 0.1 0 0 0 0.4 1.7 5.5 8.3 9.1 9.9 13.
3 

19.6 22.1 19.5 15.
8 

14.
2 

16.8 20.6 21.8 19.4 14 8.2 3.3 

grocery 1.8 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.8 1.6 3.1 5.7 7.6 9.4 11.
2 

12.9 13.8 14.2 14.
1 

14.
5 

14.9 14.3 12.3 9.7 7.3 5 3.2 

shopping 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 3.3 7.1 10.
7 

12.8 14.9 15.1 15 16.
1 

17.5 16.2 10.7 4.4 1 0.4 0 

entertainment 6.2 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.4 2.7 5.3 5.7 7.2 7.9 11.
6 

17.2 24.8 31.6 29.1 25.8 21.
8 

17 
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Figure 17. The generation process of Scenario Three 
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Figure 18. Masterplan of Scenario Three 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

Limitation 

The first limitation is data availability, accessibility, and quality. Open data sources 

largely differ among regions, countries, and cities. For example, high-quality GIS data 

is only provided in major metropolitan areas. Governmental datasets like PLUTO may 

not be available outside of NYC. Besides, user-generated data mostly relies on GPS on 

mobile phones (e.g., Google popular times data), which is problematic due to 

inconsistent coverage and bias. Ongoing efforts to improve urban data quality and 

accessibility will most likely remedy these issues, and the workflows and metrics 

proposed in this research will be able to benefit from these improvements. 

A further limitation is difficulties in fully validating the simulation results as there is 

no openly available reference data with which to compare the modeling results. To 

provide a basic check of the results, the Urbano workflow was tested in an area in 

Manhattan using the ADP data shown in Figure 3. Assuming that Urbano’s population 

estimates and amenity capacities are sufficiently accurate, one can compare individual 

Google PopularTimes profiles (normalized and scaled to amenity capacity) with those 

predicted by Urbano’s trip-sending mode called “Multiple-Destinations-By-

Capacities.” Figure 19 compares Google’s data of five randomly selected banks, cafes, 

restaurants to Urbano’s prediction of the amenities customer count. The profile shapes 

are similar in general. However, exceptions exist. Figure 19 also shows that cafe visits 
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are harder to predict than visits to other amenity types, likely due to greater diversity 

within this amenity type (brunch cafes, cafes that also offer dinner, etc.). Considering 

more details, such as opening hours and popularity, could be leveraged to improve 

consistency further. 

 
Figure 19. Comparison of Google Popular Times and amenity use predicted by Urbano. 

 

 
Prospect 

Cresswell (2010) defines the six constituent parts of the concept of mobility as the 

motive force, velocity, rhythm, route, experience, and friction. More specifically, he 

listed the six elemental questions about mobility:  

Why does a person or thing move? 

How fast does a person or thing move? 

In what rhythm does a person or thing move? 

What route does it take? 

How does it feel? 

When and how does it stop? 
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The concepts in Urbano, including the ideas about demography-specific ADP data,  

different destination-choice and route-choice modes, correspond to certain parts of 

these questions. However, more design thinkings and design scenarios can be inspired 

and developed based on these mobility-related questions.  

Also, additional research is required to relate the mobility-driven design framework to 

higher-level metrics on sustainability, public health, economics, and quality of life to 

understand the broader impacts of good urban design. As discussed in many works of 

literature, urban design and mobility relate closely to the overall social development. 

Urban transport is socially sustainable when mobility benefits are equally and fairly 

distributed (United Nations Human Settlements Programme 2013). Urban design can 

employ spatial techniques that promote more inclusive rather than exclusive, 

overlapping rather than segregated, interlinked rather than disconnected landscapes 

(Loukaitou-Sideris 2012).  

 

Conclusion 

Cities are becoming more and more complex, as shifting technologies provide new 

opportunities. This thesis demonstrates how geospatial data-sets can be translated into 

new actionable design feedback regarding questions about street network design, 

program allocation, and density allocation. These also have resulting consequences on 

the walkability of the environment and the commercial sustainability of businesses and 

amenities. The research uncovers the problems under the decision-making process and 

develops a series of analytical and generative approaches based on a case study site. 

The resulting design scenarios show the capability and applicability of the new 
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modeling framework. Although more critical thinkings are needed regarding the 

limitation in the data quality and validation process, the new modeling framework 

provides urban designers, and other stakeholders of the built environment, the ability 

to quantify and understand the correlations between design choices and mobility 

studies. It can inform and facilitate future mobility-driven urban design studies. 
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